Abstract-The
INTRODUCTION
For video camera equipment in previous space exploration programs, vendors would be contracted to design a specialized cameras to survive the harsh radiation and temperature elements endured. The development time and cost were very high for these customized cameras and rigs. These customized mission cameras were active for short periods, an order of weeks, with exposure to a space environment [1] . As a result, the International Space Station (ISS) program set out to experiment with the design, installation, and experimentation of a payload with completely commercial cameras and imagery processing equipment, and to create a payload enclosure to sustain nominal operations of commercial cameras.
The payload was called High Definition Earth Viewing, also known as HDEV, and started as a Technology Demonstration effort within the ISS Payloads Office in April 2011. The project goals were to create a payload with multiple external high definition (HD) cameras to mount on the exterior of the ISS with Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) hardware. The experiment goals were evaluate the longevity of COTS cameras to the space environment, and secondarily to provide HD video of Earth to the public.
Figure 1. HDEV's assembled payload
The final HDEV payload consisted of just a single enclosure shown in Figure 1 . The cameras are enclosed in a temperature specific housing. High school students helped design some of the cameras' components, through the High Schools United with NASA to Create Hardware (HUNCH) program, and student teams operate the experiment. The four cameras chosen were from Panasonic, Sony, Hitachi and Toshiba. The camera properties are listed in Table 1 . The cameras sensors were either charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS). The HDEV installation was notable because robotic transfer from launch vehicle's trunk to external payload operational site installed the payload. Therefore, no scheduled Extravehicular activity (EVA) or Extra Vehicular Robotics (EVR) maintenance requirements was required for this external payload, and no ISS crew interaction was required.
The Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator, the Canadian Space Agency's robotic handyman, also known as Dexter, and the Canadarm2 or Space Station Remote Manipulator System arm removed the payload, shown in Figure 2 from the trunk to mount it on the nadir adapter of the European Space Agency's Columbus exposed facility shown in Figure  3 . Using an automated robotic arm as automated process was carried out for the first time in the ISS program with the installation of the HDEV payload [2] .
Figure 3. The mounting location for HDEV on ESA Columbus
Until HDEV, the International Space Station (ISS) flew with standard definition external cameras, and internal HD cameras, which downlinked a combination of six independent video streams during end-to-end signal connections. Now with HDEV installed, the ISS had four HD cameras continuously operating on the exterior with no required crew intereaction. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: a brief background on radiation analysis in section 2. Section 3 describes the concept of operations for HDEV. Section 4 provides a detailed systems design of the payload, components, dataflow, and experiment. Section 5 describes the results thus far. Last, section 6 presents the experiment conclusions, and future work.
RADIATION ANALYSIS BACKGROUND
HDEV monitors the rate at which HD video camera image quality degrades when exposed to the space environment (mainly from cosmic radiation damage) and verifies the 
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The four cameras are pointed in three difference directions: the Hitachi camera points forward, the Sony and Panasonic cameras point aft, and Toshiba points nadir (down towards Earth) as shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Nadir View Model
HDEV operates one camera at a time. HDEV is designed so that when the system is initially powered on, after a 2-minute start up period, the cameras are turned on one at a time in a repeating cycle. The forward camera is powered first, followed by the nadir and then each aft looking camera, such that the HDEV video "follows" a location on the earth as the ISS passes overhead. This auto-cycle mode of the HDEV does not require any input from ground operators, so the HDEV can be operated any time that the ISS power and data resources are available, without requiring a ground controller present to operate the payload.
The payload imaging team provided a formula to sequence each camera for the best possible view. It depended on the angle each camera was facing. If the cycle of the four cameras were not carefully timed, in some instances, cameras would pick up extreme sun glare or reflections through the payload window.
Alternately as desired by ground controllers, HDEV video can be commanded. Ground operators have the choice to change the cycle of the images noted in the auto-cycle mode (either changing which cameras that are powered on, or changing the length of time they are powered on), or, if desired, ground controllers can command a single camera to remain powered on and no auto-cycle to take place.
The software for controlling HDEV has following capabilities:
• 
Figure 6. LOS or Camera Cycle Notification
Live streaming video is only available when the space station is in contact with the ground. During "loss of signal" (LOS) or a camera cycle period, viewers will see a notification to please stand by as shown in Figure 6 .
The HDEV video cameras are a fixed payload camera system that requires no zoom, no pan or tilt mechanisms. The video imagery is encoded into an Ethernet compatible format for transmission to the ground and further distribution. In this format, the video can be viewed from any computer connected to the Internet. HDEV does not record video on board the ISS, all video is transmitted to the ground real time; any desired recording of the video occurs as ground operations.
SYSTEM DESIGN

Payload Design
The entire payload is enclosed in a pressurized box to provide a level of protection to the electronics from the space environment. The enclosure contains dry nitrogen at Atmospheric pressure.
In addition to the four cameras, the payload's integrated Command and Data Handling (C&DH) avionics (Ethernet), and power/data distribution circuit boards allow the integration of the payload's components interface to the ISS Columbus module. HDEV avionics enclosed include the following: VSI ANV443 Encoder (configured for 720p60 output per NASA standard; 6Mbps nominal data rate), AJA HA5 to convert HDMI to HD-SDI, two power distribution circuit Boards, and an Extron SW4 3G HD-SDI Router. The enclosure components are diagramed in Figure 7 . The Camera switching is done via National Instruments CompactRio Single Board Computer (SBC) Module.
Figure 7. HDEV Payload Electronics Model
The CompactRio reads commands via 1553 data handling. Single Event Latch circuitry incorporated for the cameras, SBC, encoder, router, and converter. Cameras are monitored and controlled by SBC. Latch-up circuit enables selfshutdown and recovery.
Optics
The HDEV cameras use a mix of various lens to provide a proper frame without pan and tilt capabilities needed. The Hitachi and Toshiba cameras use a Fujinon TF4DA-8 4mm F/2.2 C-mount Wide Angle Lens. The Panasonic uses an included Leica Dicomar lens w/13x zoom, F/1.6-3.0. The Sony included a lens with the shortest focal length is 4.7 mm. The optics provide for approximately a 500m spatial resolution [4] . Temporal resolution can be between 180 minutes and three days when taking into account LOS and nights [4] .
System Architecture
The cameras are connected via the SBC switch to a video encoder. This encoder converts the video to a H.264 video stream, which then feeds to a ISS computer. This computer adds the CCSDS headers required by the station's network. The signal is then downlinked via Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) to the ground segment at White Sands New Mexico.
The ground segment starts in White Sands, New Mexico, which forwards the data to the Payload Operations Integration Center (POIC) at Marshall Spaceflight Center, in Huntsville, AL [5] .
Using the Telescience Resource Kit (TReK), the POIC depacketizes CCSDS data, then sends the data to Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, TX to create a public realtime transport protocol (RTP) stream and archive video when required. A simplified data flow diagram is shown in Figure 8 [5] . 
RESULTS
Pixel Experiment
As of 2016, the pixel correction software has reported less than 30 damaged pixels from the four cameras. The HDEV video is encoded on the payload using a VSI AVN-443 encoder. This encoder is the same model that is used for ISS internal video. Given that HDEV video is encoded as an h.264 stream, 720p at 6Mbps, the compression, and data rate of the encoder also affects the resolution, which can mask bad pixels.
Hardware voltage stays within specification parameter and about 1 watt is utilized for each active device. Typical temperature is 22C and pressure is approximately 12PSI (close to 1 atmosphere).
Public Viewing
Figure 9. Daily view from Ustream channel during HDEV activation
One week after HDEV's official activation, the payload Ustream viewing went through an ephemeral viral sensation. This was due to many news outlets, and Internet blogs reporting on the activation of the payload [6] . On May 7th 2014, HDEV received 2.8 million views for the day. That daily peak subsided quickly, however there is still a steady number of viewers that visit the Ustream site to watch. As of October 2016, there are over 92 million views, according to the Ustream counter [7] .
There are also notable peak view increases during natural events that are viewable. In particular, the weather channel has also used live views of Hurricanes from HDEV to show a unique view as shown in Figure 10 .
In addition to live Internet streaming, HDEV is commonly used as supplemental video for ISS daily updates on NASA TV, and can be accessed through NASA Apps on smart phones, and tablets, and over-the-top TV streaming devices such as Roku, and Apple TV 4. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A relatively small amount of pixel need corrected since the payload was active. Total resolution is 1.3-2 megapixel [8] , thus the Pixel results conclude that the COTS cameras and enclosure performed very well for the period of performance. From the results, both a CCD or CMOS sensor can resist radiation for periods of years in an enclosure such as HDEV's. The radiation resistance could also depend on the camera's angle in the payload enclosure.
If bandwidth is available, future work includes increasing the bandwidth to 8Mbps to see if there is any appreciable increase in video quality, and perhaps a visible increase in pixel damage due to less compression. To increase the accuracy of determining bad pixels, it would be helpful to have adjustable camera settings such as aperture, zoom, and pan, and tilt. 
HDEV's Future
Millions
Daily Views during HDEV Activation location. However, the ACES payload flight hardware has been delayed for shipment. If current schedule holds fro ACES, the total operating time for HDEV in orbit will be about 3 years.
While HDEV is still active, a new HDEV streaming encoder planned for installation for higher resolution Internet streaming, and more avenues planned for viewers to watch, such as Facebook live.
Figure 11. HDEV view of Soyuz capsule
New External High Definition Cameras (EDHCs)
In 2016, new external HD cameras were installed in the ISS known as the external high definition cameras (EDHC). The payloads received astronaut EVA to install [9] , but did, in fact, include pan/tilt capability.
The payload cameras consisted of Nikon D4 still cameras operating in video mode inside an enclosure. The camera provides LiveView mode with low data rate imagery provided through Ethernet port [10] . This allows operators to view still or video imagery before downlink.
The EDHC camera and avionics enclosures are similar to HDEV in that they are both custom-built boxes that contain all of the components and protect them from the space environment, with an optical quality window. Just like HDEV, the EDHC enclosure contains dry nitrogen at atmospheric pressure. The enclosure contains a COTS video encoder, Ethernet switch, antennas, and wireless transceiver. The payload enclosure also has pressure, temperature, voltage, and current sensors reporting health back to the ground.
One of biggest differences is that the external HD cameras have full zoom, iris control, and focus control, and they mount on the existing External Television Camera Group (ETVCG) pan/tilt units so ISS has much greater control over the imagery. Using Nikon D4 cameras also allows acquisition of full resolution still images if required. 
